We present a framework for unifying iteration reordering transformations such as loop interchange, loop distribution, skewing, tiling, index set splitting and statement reordering. The framework is based on the idea that a transformation can be represented as a mapping from the original iteration space to a new iteration space. The framework is designed to provide a uniform way to represent and reason about transformations. We also provide algorithms to test the legality of mappings, and to generate optimized code for mappings.
Introduction
Optimizing compilers reorder iterations of statements to improve instruction scheduling, register use, and cache utilization, and to expose parallelism. Many different reordering transformations have been developed and studied, such as loop interchange, loop distribution, skewing, tiling, index set splitting and statement reordering [AK87, Wo189b, W0190, CK92] . Each of these transformations has its own special legality checks and transformation rules. These checks and rules make it hard to analyze or predict the effects of compositions of these transformations, without performing the transformations and analyzing the resulting code.
Unimodular transformations [Bango, WL91] go some way towards solving this problem. Unimodular transformations is a unified framework that is able to describe any transformatibn that can be obtained by composing loop interchange, loop skewing, and loop reversal. Such a transformation is described by a unimodular linear mapping from the original iteration space to a new iteration space. For example, loop interchange in a doubly nested loop maps iteration [i,j] to iteration [j,i] . This transformation can be described using a unimodular matrix:
Unfortunately, unimodular transformations are limited in two ways: they can only be applied to perfectly nested loops and all statements in the loop nest are transformed in the same way. They therefore cannot represent some important transformations such as loop fusion, loop distribution and statement reordering.
Mappings
A mapping has the following general form: The implicit assumption is that the iterations in the new iteration space will be executed in lexicographic order. So, by specifying a mapping, we are really specifying a reordering of the iterations. The dimensionality of the old and new iteration spaces are the same (i.e., m = n).
In our framework we generalize unimodular transformations in the following ways:
We specify a separate mapping for each statement
We allow the f J to be psuedo affine rather than just linear. Affine means that they can include a (possibly symbolic) constant term. Pseudo affine means that they can also involve integer division and modulo operations (provided the denominator is a known integer constant).
We require the mapping to be invertable, but not necessarily unimodular.
We allow the dimensionality of the old and new iteration spaces to be different.
We allow the mapping to be piecewise (as suggested by [Lugl] ): we can specify a mapping T, as U,Tp,IC,, where the Cp,'s are disjoint sets which together contain all points in the iteration space of statement s p . This mapping specifies that iteration i is mapped to the point Tp,(i) iff i E Cp,.
By generalizing in these ways, we can represent a much broader set of reordering transformations, including any transformation that can be obtained by some combination of loop interchange, loop reversal, loop skewing, statement reordering, loop distribution, loop fusion, loop blocking' (or tiling) [AK87] and index set splitting' [Ban'ig] . Figure 1 gives some interesting examples of mappings.
Overview
Our framework is designed to provide a uniform way to represent and reason about reordering transformations. The framework itself is not designed to decide which transformation should be applied. The framework should be used within some larger system, such as an interactive programming environment or an optimizing compiler. It is this surrounding system that is finally responsible for deciding which transformation should be applied. The framework does however provide some algorithms that would aid the surrounding system in its task. [KP94a] is an example of a surrounding system that uses our framework.
'Our current implementation cannot handle all cases of these transformations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe how dependences and mapp l g s are represented. In Section 3 we demonstrate that a large class of traditional transformations can be represented using mappings. In Section 4 we describe an algorithm that tests whether a mapping is legal. In Section 5 we describe our code generation algorithm. This algorithm takes a mapping and prcduces optimized code corresponding to the transformation represented by that mapping. By making use of the gist operation (PW921 we are able t o produce code with a smaller number of conditionals and loop bounds than would otherwise be necessary. Finally we discuss related work, give our implementation status and state our conclusions.
Dependences and Mappings
Most of the previous work on program transformations uses data dependence directions and distances to summarize dependences between array references. These abstractions are sufficient for simple transformations such as unimodular transformations, but they are not precise enough t o determine the legality of loop fusion and a number of other transformations without actually applying the transformation and re-evaluating dependences. Since our framework includes loop fusion, they are not sufficient for our purposes either. We evaluate and r e p resent dependences exactly using affine constraints over integer variables. We use the Omega Library [Pug92, PW92] to manipulate and simplify these constraints.
The following is a brief description of integer tuple relations and dependence relations.
2.1
An integer k-tuple is simply a point in 2k. A tuple relation is a mapping from tuples to tuples. A single tuple may be mapped to zero, one or more tuples.
A relation can be thought of as a set of pairs, each pair consisting of an input tuple and its associated output tuple. All the relations we consider map from k-tuples to k'-tuples for some fixed k and k'. The relations may involve free variables such as n in the following example:
free variables correspond to symbolic constants or parameters in the source program. We use Sym to represent the set of all symbolic constants. A relation is represented as the union of a set of simple relations: relations that can be described by the conjunction of a set of affine constraints. We can represent simple relations containing certain non-convex constraints Integer tuple relations and sets M a p p i n g (for locality and t o expose parallclirm)
Transformed code
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variables (denoted by Greek letters): Table 1 gives a brief description of the operations on integer tuple sets and relations that we use in this paper. See [Pug911 for a more thorough description.
Control dependence
We require that any if-then-else constructs be converted into guarded assignment statements or that they be treated as atomic statements. We also require that all loop bounds be affine functions of surrounding loop variables and symbolic constants. All control dependences can therefore be implicitly represented by describing the iteration space using a set of affine inequalities on the loop variables and symbolic constants.
Data dependence
From now on, when we refer to dependences, we will be implicitly referring to data dependences. We use tuple relations to represent dependences. If there is a dependence from s, [i] (i.e., iteration i of statement s p ) to s , [ j ] then the tuple relation d,, representing the dependences from s p to sg will map [i] to b] (i and j are tuples). We do not distinguish between different kinds of dependences (i.e., flow, output and anti-dependences) because they at1 impose ordering constraints on the iterations in the same way. It is possible to remove output and anti-dependences using techniques such as array and scalar expansion; we assume that this has already been done if it is desirable, and that the dependences have been updated. An alternative approach is to annotate the dependence information in such a way that certain dependences are ignored under the presumption that they can be removed if necessary.
gist, approx and hull
We make use of the gist operation that was originally developed in [PW92] . The gist operation is designed to operate on two relations, each of which is represented by a single conjunction of constraints.
Intuitively, (gist p given q ) is defined as the new information contained in p , given that we already know q. More formally, if p A q is satisfiable then (gist p given q ) is a minimal conjunction such that ((gist P given q ) A 9) = ( P A 4 )
The approx operation is designed to operate on a relation that is represented by a single conjunction of constraints. The approx operation is defined so that approx(p) 2 p and approx(p) is convex.
Within these constraints, approx(p) is made as tight as possible; if p is convex, approx(p) = p. The original set of constraints p may involve wildcard variables which may cause the region described by p to be non-convex. The approx(p) operation works by simplifying the constraints in p under the assump tion that the wildcard variables can take on rational values. This allows us to eliminate all wildcard variables.
The hull operation is designed to operate on a set of relations, each of which is represented by a single conjunction of convex constraints. The hull of a set of relations { R I , . . . , &} is a new relation R' that is a superset of each of the R, relations. R must also have the property that it can be represented by a single conjunction of convex constraints. We try to make R' tight, but it is not necessarily what is commonly referred to as "The convex hull" of these relations.
Mappings
We associate a separate mapping with each statement. We therefore need a way to refer to the mappings of individual statements. We represent the mapping associated with statement s , as
The ji expressions are called mapping components.
For simplicity but without loss of generality we re- We refer to each of the positions 1,. . . ,n as levels.
We will use the term mapping to refer to both the mappings of individual statements and the set of mappings associated with all statements.
Traditional Transformations
In this section we demonstrate how mappings can be used to represent all transformations that can be obtained by applying any sequence of the traditional transformations listed in Section 1.
We will describe how to construct mappings to represent traditional transformations by describing how t o modify mappings that correspond to the original execution order of programs For example, the mapping that corresponds to the original execution order of the following program is:
f o r i = 1 to 10 do f o r j = 1 to 5 do sl(i.j) = 1 f o r k = 0 to 100 do s2(i,j) = 2
When constructing these mappings we categorize mapping components as being either syntactic components (always an integer constant) or loop components ( a function of the loop variables of that statement). syntactic($) is a boolean function which is true iff f j is a symbolic component (loop(fj) is defined analogously). The common syntactic level (csl) of two statements sp and sq is defined as: -
syntactic(@/\ syntactic(f;)} Intuitively, the common syntactic level of two statements is the deepest loop which surrounds both statements. Figure 3 describes how to construct mappings to represent traditional transformations by describing how to modify the mappings we have just described. Since these rules can be applied repeatedly, we can represent not only standard transformations but also any sequence of standard transformations.
Mapping Legality Test
In this section we describe an algorithm that tests whether a mapping is legal. A mapping is legal if the transformation it describes preserves the semantics of the original code. This is true if the new ordering of the iterations respects all of the dependences in the original code. In order words, if i is an iteration of statement sp and j an iteration of statement sq, and the dependence relation dpq indicates that there is a dependence from i t o j then Tp(i) must be executed before T q ( j ) . More formally,
where Sym is the set of all symbolic constants in the equation, and 4 is the lexicographic ordering operator. We verify this by using the Omega library to evaluate:
We also require that the mapping be 1-1: 
Optimized Code Generation
In this section we describe an algorithm to generate efficient source code for a mapping. As an example, consider changing the KIJ version of Gaussian Elimination (without pivoting) into the IJK version (the version refers to the nesting of the loops around the inner most statement). Michael Wolfe notes that this transformation requires imperfect triangular loop interchange, distribution, and index set splitting (Wo191). We can p r e duce the IJK ordering using the following mapping:
A naive code generation strategy would produce the following code: This is, of course, undesirable, because it results in about 6n3 unnecessary comparisions. This section explains how we produce the following more efficient code: To simplify the discussion we do not consider piecewise mappings in this section (they can be handled by considering each piece of the mapping as a separate statement).
. 1 Old and new iteration spaces
We are currently able to transform programs that consist of guarded assignment statements surrounded by an arbitrary number of possibly imperfectly nested loops. For each statement s, we combine information from the loop bounds and steps into a tuple set I, that describes the original iteration space of that statement. If the mapping associated with statement s, is T,, then the statement's new iteration space 1', is given by restrict_domain (T,, I,) . This new iteration space is represented internally as a set of affine constraints and is the starting point for the rest of this section.
In the example above, the original iteration space is: and the new iteration space is:
Code generation for a single level
We need to generate code that will iterate over all and only those points [tl , . . . , t,] in the new iteration space. The new code must execute the iterations in lexicographical order based on the new coordinate system. In the new code, each statement will be surrounded by n (possibly trivial) loops -one loop for each dimension of the new iteration space. The outermost loops iterates over values of the first index variable t l , the next to outer most loops iterates over values of the second index variable t2, and so on. This produces the desired result of having the iterations in the new iteration space execute in lexicographic order. Our code generation algorithm builds the transformed code recursively, level by level, starting at the first/outermost level (see Figure 4) . In this subsection we describe how code is generated for a single level L.
We introduce a new index variable t , to be used for this level. For each statement s , , we need to generate a set of constraints J, that represents the values of t , for which statement s , should be executed. We cannot simply project I!, onto t L , because this will only give us absolute upper and lower bounds on t,. Expressing the tightest possible upper and lower bounds on t , may require using expressions that involve index variables from earlier levels.
So we instead calculate the projection I&,,.,,L(I/ )
P. ' The result contains constraints on t,, on index variables from earlier levels (tl,. . . , t L -l ) , and on symbolic constants. Many of these constraints are redundant because the code we generated at earlier levels enforce them. We remove these redundant constraints and simplify others by making use of the information that is known about the values of index variables from earlier levels. So we have Jp = gist II~,...J, (I',) given known.
The J, sets for different statements may, in general, overlap. If J, and J,, overlap over some range, then the t, loop that iterates over that overlap rangemust contain both statements s, and s,, (otherwise the iterations will not be executed in lexicographic order as required). In general, it is not possible to generate a loop containing more than one statement that iterates over exactly the Jp sets of the statements in the loop. The problem is that, in general, the Jp sets will have incompatible stride constraints. Stride constraints are constraints of the form 3a s.t. t , = c a + s, where a is a wildcard variable. These sorts of constraints can appear in Jp if the coefficients of the mapping components are not fl, or if the original program contains steps which are not fl.
We solve this problem by removing all stride constraints from the J, sets, and worry about adding them later. To remove the stride constraints, we use
AIP = approx (J,).
The constraints in AI, now describe a continuous range of values for t,. For purposes of explanation we define (but do not compute) E = U, AI,. Having removed the stride constraints, we can now put more than one statement into a loop, but there is still one problem remaining: If we were to generate a single t , loop iterating over all points in E and containing d l statements, then we would possibly still execute some statements with values oft, not in their AI, ranges.
We could overcome this problem by adding guards around the elementary assignment statements. However, we prefer a more efficient solution.
We partition the range of values of the current index variable t, such that within each partition, each statement is either not executed at all or is executed at every iteration within that partition. Instead of generating a single loop, we generate a sequence of loops, one for each partition. We form these partitions as follows. We choose an arbitrary constraint c from some AI,, that is not if ( c is lower bound ) t h e n r e t u r n ( 51, ";", s2 )
elseif ( c is upper bound ) then r e t u r n ( s2, " ; ' I , s l ) else r e t u r n ( "if" c "then" sl "else" sZ); loop = constraints n Hull n greatest-commonstep ( active ) ) loop = gist loop given known IoopCode = g e n e r a t e l o o p ( level, loop ) constraint can be used to split the iteration space into two disjoint iteration spaces -the interval of the iteration space that satisfies the constraint c and the interval that satisfies the constraint yc. If c is an upper bound on the current index variable, then the interval of the iteration space that satisfies c will be entirely executed before the interval that does not satisfy c; if c is a lower bound, then the required order is reversed. If c does not involve the current index variable, then on any given execution, only one of the two intervals will be executed. In that case, instead of a loop, we generate an if-then-else construct, where the condition is c, the then clause iterates over those points satisfying c, and the else clause iterates over those points satisfying -c.
Since we always choose a constraint that is not part of the hull, we can be sure that both sections will contain some iterations. The interval satisfying l c will not contain any iterations belonging to statement s. There are likely to be other statements a' whose iterations are entirely confined either to the interval satisfying c or the interval satisfying l c . We detect these cases by intersecting the iteration space of each statement with both c and -c to determine if they are empty. If an intersection is non-empty then we say that the statement is active in that interval.
We repeat this splitting process recursively on both intervals. In each interval, we consider only those constraints that represent bounds on active statements. The recursion terminates when all of the constraints left t o consider are part of the hull of the active statements. Now that we know exactly which statements are active in each particular interval, we may be able to add some of the stride constraints that we removed earlier. Within a given interval, each statement ap that is active in that interval may contribute a single stride constraint 38 s.t. ti = apP + bp that was removed earlier (where ap is an integer coefficient and bp is an d n e function of symbolic constants and outer level index variables).
We calculate the greatest common step of that interval as follows:
The gcd (greatest common divisor) of an expression is defined to be the gcd of the coefficients in the expression.
We can now add to that interval, the constraint 38 s.t. t; = gcs /? + b,, where sp is an arbitrary active statement. We can safely add this constraint since if t , satisfies the stride constraint of any active statement then it will also satisfy this constraint. The greatest common step will be extracted from these constraints and used as the step for the loop corresponding to that interval. The step may not enforce all of the stride constraints on active statements, but we cannot add anything stronger without excluding required iterations. Any remaining stride constraints will be enforced at later levels.
For each interval, we generate a do loop to iterate over the appropriate values oft,. Each of these intervals may contain a stride constraint of the form 3p s.t. t, = g 8 i -c . If this is the case we enforce the stride constraint by using a non-unit step in the loop.
In order to do this however, we must ensure that the loop's lower bound satisfies the stride constraint. 
Elementary statements
Once we have generated code for all levels, only a single statement will be active. We generate code to guard the statement from any conditions not already handled in loop bounds. If not all of the stride constraints could be expressed as loop steps, then these guards will contain mod expressions. Finally, we output the transformed assignment statement. The statement has the same form as in the original code, except that the original index variables are replaced by expressions involving the new index variables. We determine these replacement expressions by using the Omega library to invert the mapping relation and extract expressions corresponding to each of the original index variables.
For example, if the mapping is [il, it] + [il + ZZ, ill then Z1 is replaced by j2 and iz is replaced by j , -j z .
Related Work
The framework of Unimodular transformations [Bango, WL91] has the same goal as our work, in that it attempts to provide a unified framework for describing loop transformations. It is limited by the facts that it can only be applied to perfectly nested loops, and that all statements in the loop nest are transformed in the same way. Pugh (pug911 gives techniques to represent loop fusion, loop distribution and statement reordering in addition to the transformations representable by unimodular transformations. Because it uses only single level affine schedules and requires that all dependences be carried by the outer loop, it can only be applied to programs that can be executed in linear time on a parallel machine. Methods to generate efficient code were not given.
Paul Feautrier pea921 generates schedules that are similar in form to our mappings but have slightly different semantics. His methods are designed to generate a schedule that produces code with a "maximal" amount of parallelism. These schedules will often not be optimal in practice because of issues such as granularity, data locality and code complexity. Our framework attempts to provide a setting in which multiple performance issues can be traded-off.
Implementation Status
The algorithms described in this paper are imple mented in our extension of Michael Wolfe's tiny tool which is available via anonymous ftp from f t p . cs . umd. edu in the directory pub/omega.
Conclusions
We have presented a framework for unifying reordering transformations such as loop interchange, distribution, skewing, tiling, index set splitting and statement reordering. The framework is based on the idea that a transformation can be represented as a mapping from the original iteration space to a new iteration space. We have demonstrated that mappings are able to represent traditional reordering transformations, such as those above. We believe that using mappings is the purest or most fundamental way to describe arbitrary reordering transformations.
The framework is designed to provide a uniform way to represent and reason about transformations. The framework does not solve the fundamental problem of deciding which transformation to apply, but it does provide a simpler setting in which to solve this problem. We therefore believe that production systems would benefit from using our framework, rather than an arbitrary set of unrelated traditional transformations.
We have provided algorithms to test the legality of mappings, and to generate optimized code for mappings. Our code generation algorithm can be used to produce code that avoids and/or eliminates many of the guards that can occur around statements when performing reordering transformations. This makes our code generation algorithm useful for other applications such as the generation of code for distributed memory machines and the generation of code for traditional transformations.
